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ABSTRACT

As China's stock market continues to grow and develop, the proportion of

high-tech industries in the manufacturing industry was growing, more and more

investors want to invest the high-tech enterprises. The financial information

disclosed by listed companies was the main basis for investors' investment

decisions and an important factor affecting stock prices. In order to help investors

to make decisions and help managers improve the value of the company, this paper

study the impact of financial performance on stock return. By summarizing the

two aspects of the information view and pricing model view, the paper discusses

the correlation between financial performance and stock return. It was found that

financial performance was usually divided into four categories, profitability,

solvency, growth ability, operating ability, Therefore, this paper selected 14

independent variables from the four types of financial performance, and selected a

control variable based on CAPM.

The sample of this article uses the quarterly data of Shanghai and Shenzhen

exchanges from 2013 to 2017, excluding ST, *ST and data incomplete high-tech

enterprises. There were 15 independent variables and one dependent variable. The

earnings per share, net assets per share, ROA, ROE, operating profit margin,

current ratio, quick ratio, asset-liability ratio, operating income growth rate, net

asset growth rate, net profit growth rate, total asset turnover rate, accounts

receivable turnover, fixed-asset turnover ratio, CSI300 Index’s return as the
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independent variable. The stock return as dependent variable.

Using multiple regression models to analyze data, the results show that a

low correlation between financial performance and stock return. there was a

positive relationship between ROE, operating income growth rate, CSI300 index's

return and stock return. There was a negative relationship between ROA, net asset

growth rate, total asset turnover rate and stock return. There was an insignificant

relationship earnings per share, net assets per share, operating profit margin,

current ratio, quick ratio, asset-liability ratio, net profit growth rate, accounts

receivable turnover, fixed-asset turnover ratio and stock return.

The reasons for the low correlation between financial performance and stock

returns were speculation by an individual investor, and problems with information

disclosure methods and supervision. Investors should pay more attention to the

indicators related to stock returns, when making investment decisions. Managers

should increase ROE, operating income growth rate, and reduce ROA, net asset

growth rate, total asset turnover rate in order to increase company value. The

supervision department should strengthen the supervision to the enterprise

financial data disclosure, reduces the data fraud phenomenon.

Keywords: Stock return, Profitability, Solvency, Grow ability, Operation
ability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Research

1.1.1 China's Stock Market Condition

In China, the Shanghai stock exchange and Shenzhen stock exchange were

establishment in 1990 and have a history of only 29 years old. China's stock

market was an increasingly grown in size, play an important role in the national

economy. The total value of China's stock market transactions increased from

752.583 billion in 2000 to 17.223 trillion in 2017. Although it did not continue to

grow in every year, the trend line in Figure 1 shows that the overall stock trading

was on the rise. According to the world bank, the market capitalization of listed

companies in 2017 was 71.18%, which was 65.42% in 2016, 74.00% in 2015,

57.29% in 2014, 41.11% in 2013 and 43.19% in 2012, indicating that the rapid

growth of asset securitization was surprising.

Meanwhile, China's securities market has become the first-person stock

capital market outside the United States, and its position in the global capital

market was increasing. The securities market size continues to grow and

standardize, the continuous deepening of market innovation, the continuous to

improvement information disclosure institutions and rules in the securities market,

and the institutional investor continuous growth, it made the Chinese securities

market accelerate to proximity the level of international.
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Figure 1 China’s Stock Traded, Total Value (2000-2017)

1.1.2 High-tech Industry was Developing Rapidly

The China's high-tech industry’ size was maintaining growth, and its share of

manufacturing has continued to rise. From 2005 to 2015, the share of main

business income was a dynamic trend. The main business income was continued

increase in the China's high-tech industry from 2015. The main business income

growth rate was nearly 14 trillion yuan in high-tech industry in 2015, and the

high-tech industry’s main business income has 1.5 percentage points increase

compared with the previous year, and it was increase to 10.4% more than the

previous years. From Figure 2 show that in China's high-tech industry, the main

business income as percentage of manufacturing industry keeps rising from 2011

to the present, reaching 14.7% in 2016.

Follow the high-tech industry’s listed companies’ rapid development, the

investors stared to pay attention in high-tech industry listed companies. So as to

understand the business company development and make investment decisions,

and the company financial report was an important source of information.

Therefore, the disclosure of financial information was very important for

investors.
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Figure 2 High-tech Industry's Main Business Income as a Share of Manufacturing

(2004-2016)

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The stock trading account held by individual investors was the most

compared to other investors in China's securities market. According to data of

China Securities Index Co., Ltd (Figure 3), to 2017, in China's stock market, the

number of professional organization investor accounts were 28.99 ten thousand.

0.11% of total investor. The general legal person for 0.09 percent of total investors.

The percentage of 99.71 investor accounts were individual investor accounts, it

was 3243.5 ten thousand accounts.

Figure 3 The Ratio of Investor’ Hold Account

Source: China Securities Index

Source: Ministry of science and technology of the people’s republic of China
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According to the Shanghai stock exchange yearbook data (Figure 4), as of

2016, The general legal persons, individual investors, and institutional investors

respectively held the stock market values of 60%, 23.70%, and 15.58% in the

Shanghai stock exchange. The securities market was dominated by individual

investors and general legal persons. The general legal person holding shares of the

Shanghai stock exchange accounted was a higher proportion compared with the

overall market situation, because on the Shanghai stock exchange listed companies

were mainly state-owned enterprises and the restricted original shares for a higher

proportion than the entire market. With the lifting of the restricted shares, the

proportion of shares held by general legal persons was higher than that of the

whole market. The professional organizations investor was more willing to invest

in large-cap blue-chip stocks, in the Shanghai stock exchange the proportion of

institutional investors was significantly higher than the overall market, but it was

continued to decline since 2007 to 2016.

Figure 4 Investor Shareholding Structure (2007-2016)
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The biggest features of A-shares has always been a high proportion of

individual investor. According to the data of the Shanghai stock exchange

yearbook (Figure 5), from 2007 to 2016, the individual investors’ trading volume

both was above 80%, and this ratio was quite stable, even if there was no

significant decline in 2016.

The government wants to reduce the negative impact of individual investors

on the stock market, and the results are not satisfactory from the perspective of

trading proportion.

Figure 5 Percentage of Individual Investor Transactions

In summary, the individual investors had active trading activities and a large

number of transactions, so the short-term speculation was still strong in the

Chinese securities market, and blind investment was serious. Investors ignore the

role of financial information in investment decisions, and has a low utilization rate

of financial information. In China's securities market, investors pay attention to

the indicators that reflect profits, but ignoring the value indication function of

other financial information. The level of utilization of financial information was

not high enough. Therefore, it was necessary to strengthen investors'

understanding and utilization of financial information of listed companies.
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1.3 Significance of the Study

At present, In Chinese scholars study the correlation between finance

information and stock return, the research object was mainly based on all listed

companies in the main board market, and it was relatively rare to study related

issues in a specific industry. Therefore, the innovation of this thesis was not to

take the whole main board market as the research object, but to comprehensively

inspect the high-tech industry listed company quarterly report and discover the

relationship between the disclosed financial information with stock return. The

financial performance reflects financial information, and classify financial

performance into four categories. Analyze the impact of quarterly financial

information on stock return. Therefore, the thesis research object and research

content have certain new ideas.

1.4 Research Objectives

The financial performance was generally divided into four parts: profitability,

operational ability, solvency, growth ability. And control variables available based

on capital asset pricing model (CAPM).

The research objectives of this study are stated as follows:

To study the impact of financial performance on stock return in high tech

industry. It was concluded 4 point:

1. To study the impact of profitability on stock return in the high-tech

industry.

2. To study the impact of solvency on stock return in the high-tech industry.

3. To study the impact of growth ability on stock return in the high-tech

industry.

4. To study the impact of operational ability on stock return in the high-tech

industry.

5. To study the impact of control variable on stock return in the high-tech

industry.
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1.5 Research Questions

According to the research objectives, the research questions can be written as

follows:

Was there the impact of financial performance on stock return in the high-tech

industry? In the question ,there are 4 little question:

1. Was there the impact of profitability on stock return in the high-tech

industry?

2. Was there the impact of solvency on stock return in the high-tech industry?

3. Was there the impact of growth ability on stock return in the high-tech

industry?

4. Was there the impact of operational ability on stock return in the high-tech

industry?

5. Was there the impact of control variable on stock return in the high-tech

industry?

1.6 Expected Benefits

For investors, this thesis can help investors make stock investment decisions.

In China, stock investors are mainly a large number of individual investors or

retail investors. Due to the limitation of professional knowledge, these investors

cannot made a correct analysis of the intrinsic value of the company when making

investment decisions. Investors were most concerned about stock returns, this

thesis linked finance information with stock returns in high-tech industry. And

guide investors to make the right investment decisions.

For manager, this thesis was good at the manager to manage listed companies.

The study finding can provide evidence to develop strategies for management

decision layer, guide the company’s operations,in order to increase market share.
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1.7 Operation Definitions

High-tech industry: In July 2002, the National Bureau of Statistics issued the

"Notice on the Classification of High-tech Industry Statistics Catalogue". The

statistical scope of China's high-tech industries includes aerospace aircraft

manufacturing, electronic computer and office equipment manufacturing,

electronics and communication equipment manufacturing, electronic computer and

office equipment manufacturing, and pharmaceutical manufacturing industry and

medical equipment and instrumentation manufacturing industries. In this thesis,

the high-tech industry meaning all the listed companies should been high-tech

enterprise certificates.

High-tech enterprises certificates: High-tech enterprises are engaged in

research and development and transformation of technological achievements in the

high-tech fields supported by the state, forming core enterprises intellectual

property rights, and carrying out production and operation activities based on this,

resident companies registered for more than one year within China borders.

(excluding Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan area).

Financial performance: Financial indicators are relative indicators for

evaluation of financial status and operating results and the company's summary.

The three financial indicators specified in the “General Principles of Corporate

Finance” of China are: Solvency indicators, including asset-liability ratio, current

ratio, quick ratio. Operational capability indicators, including accounts receivable

turnover rate, inventory turnover rate. Profitability indicators, including capital

profit margin, cost and profit margin, sales profit margin (operating income tax

rate).

Stock return: Stock return refers to the income of the investor during the

entire holding period from the time the stock was purchased to the sale of the stock.

It consists of dividend income, capital gains and capital gains. Since the data span

selected in this thesis was quarterly, stock return did not include dividend income

and equity expansion income.
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Blue chip stocks: Corporate stocks with good operating results and stable and

high cash dividend payments are often referred to as “blue chip stocks”.

Lifting the restricted shares: It means that non-tradable shares subject to the

circulation period and circulation ratio can be listed and traded after obtaining the

circulation right.

Special treatment (ST): ST refers to the loss of listed companies for two

consecutive years.

*ST: *ST stocks that have suffered losses for three consecutive years. The

stocks with delisting risk.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents the scholarly discussion in the research area. It reviews

both theoretical, conceptual literature and empirical literature as guided by the

study variables. It also discusses the conceptual framework.

2.1 Related Literature

2.1.1 Financial Performance

Financial performance refers to the collection and delivery of financial

information, explain the financial activities, reflecting the production and

management processes and the results of economic indicators. The indicator can

be calculated from the company's financial reports data. According to the

requirements of different financial information demanders, it can be divided the

profitability indicators analysis, operational ability indicators analysis, solvency

indicators analysis, and grow ability indicators analysis. The Finance Ministry

promulgated nearly 30 indicators for financial analysis, but each company can

choose indicators according to their needs. Common enterprise can choose

commonly used return on net assets, return on total assets, the main business profit

margins, cost profit margins, total asset turnover, turnover of current assets,

accounts receivable turnover, debt ratio, quick ratio, the capital accumulation

rate and other 10 representative indicators.

2.1.2 Stock Return

The stock return was the return investors get from the stock market price.

This was trading a profit or paid a dividend to shareholders. Stock return can be

made through the companies’ dividends announced. Generally, the profitable

company provides dividends to shareholders at the end of every quarter. One of
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the sources of stock return the investor expect. In the secondary market, the

investor can earn stock return through selling at a higher price and buying the

stock at lower price. It was the most common form to produced stock return was

through trading in the secondary market.

Stock return was not fixed ensured return, and it was limited by market risks.

Stock return was uneven, stock return may be positive or negative. and investors

return depend on the amount of person risk was prepared to take and the quality of

stock market analysis will be difference. The stock return was variable in nature.

Easy to say, the stock return was to buy cheap and sell high. Because of the risk

was important part of the market, when the investor wrong speculations, the return

was negative.

An investor speculates stock price bases on technical analyses and

fundamental analyses.

Generally, fundamental Analysis is relevant for the long-term. Fundamental

analysis relevant the company financial data (cash flow, return on assets, history

of profits, etc.), which could have an effect on the stock intrinsic value or face

value, based on its fundamental strength, the analysis helps the predicting stock

price movement.

Technical analysis focus on the stock historical price movement and to do

predict accordingly. Generally, technical Analysis tries to evaluate the future trend

of stock price using various statistical tools, charts, etc.

2.1.3 Relationship Between Financial Performance and Stock Return

Nowadays people come to realize the impact of financial performance on the

stock return of listed companies, following the stock market continues to evolve,

The article from the information theoretical and pricing model view of two aspects.

This thesis summarizes a lot of scholars' research on financial performance and

stock return.
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Related information theoretical view

Efficient market hypothesis was the important theory in the information

concept, from the University of Chicago professor Fama, Fame (1970) made an

important contribution to the effective market hypothesis theory. In the study he

found that if useful information was reflected in securities price, then the market

was effective. Specifically, the efficient market hypothesis theory holds that the

securities market efficiency was based on the securities price can fully reflect the

useful securities market information. Effective means that information was fully

utilized. Information includes both technical analysis indicators and micro and

macro information. Technical analysis can be seen in the public's expectations.

Macro and micro information represent the theory of intrinsic value.

When markets are efficient, all the information was reflected in the stock

price, and market information affects stock prices quickly and accurately. With the

change of market supply and demand relationship and market competition, the

equilibrium point of stock price will also change. these equilibrium point change

were determined by market information. The transition process was closely related

to the generation, discovery, analysis, processing and utilization of information,

and each market information affects the stock price individually.

According to the degree of association with market information, the efficient

market hypothesis theory was divided into three types:

Weak efficiency refers to the minimum efficiency of the securities market.

Market prices have fully reflected all historical information (such as price, trading

volume, etc.) on securities prices.

Semistrony efficiency, that is, public information in the securities market

does not affect the stock price changes.

Strong efficiency. At this time, the efficiency of the securities market reached

its maximum level. That is, the stock prices have fully and timely reflected all of

public information and internal information.
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In short, the effectiveness degree of the securities market depends on two

factors: the amount of information that can be obtained; the second was the speed

of information dissemination and acquisition.

Before the 1960s, the study of finance theory in western countries was mainly

of a normative nature. After the 1960s, in the United States, there appeared

empirical research on the financial information value, later accounting research

methods gradually became the mainstream method. Meanwhile, based on

information theoretical view, the research on the correlation between financial

performance and stock prices has been widely accepted in financial accounting

theory.

The earliest scholars studied the value of financial information were Ball and

Brown (1968). The study proved that accounting earnings information affect

investors' investment decisions. So, the disclosure’s financial information affects

the company stock price. Since then, the more scholars start to research the impact

of financial performance on stock return.

In addition to Ball and Brown, Barth, Beaver and Landman (1993) found that

the impact of financial earnings information on stock price, and the assets and

liabilities in the balance sheet also affect stock prices, and the concluded that

assets and stock prices are positively correlated, while liabilities and stock prices

are negatively correlated. Collins, Maydew and Weiss (1997) also did related

research.

The more financial information disclosed by listed companies, the more

financial information will be reflected in the stock price, and the stock price can

better show the listed company’s intrinsic value. In an effective market, the more

listed company’s financial information disclosed, the more conducive to

improving the accuracy of decision-making, improve the utilization of financial

information. Financial statements are the usual way for listed companies to

disclose information. From the information theoretical view, information should

contain various types of financial information (grow ability information, operating
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ability information, cash flow, etc.), but most papers focus on the analysis of the

impact of accounting earnings information on stock prices.

Price model

From the above analysis we can see that the concept of information was based

on the effective capital market as a prerequisite, the main research was over a

period of time, the impact of listed company’s financial information disclosed on

the stock price, especially the relationship between accounting earnings and

corporate investment income, so in fact also studied the usefulness of financial

information. These scholars have proved through various analyzes that financial

information was relationship with stock prices. The analysis of financial data was

conducive to making investment decisions, but scholars did not analyze how the

information was transmitted to stock prices. Therefore, with the deepening of the

research, more and more researchers have found that the factors affecting stock

prices were diverse, so they began to study the stock price, and gradually shift the

research focus to the pricing process of stock, the that is, did the stock valuation

model research, thus produced the pricing model.

The capital asset pricing model was the most mainstream model in the

financial market. CAPM was developed by American scholars William Sharpe

(1964), John Lintner (1965), Jack Treynor (1961), and Jan Mossin (1996). This

model explains the relationship between asset risk and expected return, and when

the two were balanced, the equilibrium price was obtained as the stock price. The

model also points out that the factors affecting the expected stock return include

systematic risk and non-systematic risk. The model usually used in investment

decisions and managers to manage a company's finances. CAPM was obtained as

follows:

E(Ri)=Rf+βim(E(Rm)-Rf) (1)

Meaning of symbol:

E(Ri) i: the asset expected return
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Rfi: risk-free interest rate

βim: asset systemic risk

E(Rm): the expected market return

E(Rm)-Rf: the market risk premium was expected market returns minus

risk-free return.

Bate measures the effect of a change in the whole market on a single stock.

For example, when bate was 2, the market returns go up by 10%, while this stock

returns go up by 20%. So, in this thesis, the stock return of the CSI300 Index

reflecting the market changes was used as control variable. From the price model

view, a variable was selected to investigate whether the change in the overall

market returns affects the return of individual stocks.

Feltham and Ohlson (1995) first proposed CAPM. Researchers proposed the

concept of corporate intrinsic value. According to the formula, the intrinsic value

of securities equals the market return expected by the owner of the asset plus the

return on assumption of risk.

The price model provides a variable approach to stock valuation, proved that

there was direct link between financial statement data and the company’s stock

price valuation, the following researchers have also done relevant research. Lev

and Thiagarajan (1993), Bernard (1995), Amir and Lev (1996), Baruch Lev and

Paul Zarowin (1999) and Li Xiangrong (2005) and Liu Na (2016).

Pricing model view, through the model to study the impact of financial

information on stock prices. Compared the intrinsic value with the stock price, it

was found that the stock price was underestimated or overestimated, the role of

financial data in stock valuation has a far-reaching significance.
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Combination of the two

Generally speaking, whether using related theoretical or price model, the

empirical evidence shows that financial performance was explanatory for stock

price. Financial performance was a role place in the analyze stock market, the

research of empirical accounting was start to appear until the middle of the century

in China. Because of the research started late, until now, Chinese scholars between

indicators of financial information and stock price model both research method,

mostly used on information theoretical view, and related research methodology

still exist some problems, such as insufficient sample size, so it remains to be

improved continuously in the empirical study.

Zhao Yulong (1998) used 123 Shanghai-listed companies as the sample, do

full research that the relationship between the earnings per share and stock price.

As a result, it was found that the unanticipated accounting earnings was

significantly correlated with the non-policy return on stock.

The scholars mentioned above are all selected one or several representative

company's accounting statements indicators to study, but most of the indicator was

about the earnings financial information.

In China, few researchers analysis investors according to investor types, but

Wu Liansheng (2000) divides investors into two types: institutional investors and

individual investors. It was found that more than 50% of individual investors often

use eight variables, including accounts receivable turnover rate, earnings per share,

net asset turnover, price-earnings ratio and ate.

As the securities market continues to mature, the research of finance theory

was continuously deepened and perfected. Many scholars found that it was

difficult to influence or predict stock price returns only by using financial

information of a single variable. Therefore, a growing number of scholars use

more diversified corporate financial performance to study stock return.
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By summarizing, Bemard and Stober (1989), Hellstrom (2006), Dai Liping

(2004) Yu Haiyan, Huang Yiming (2005) He Qinhua and Jiao Anyong (2008)

Wang Yinlu (2012) Chen Zhaodong, Yang Wenqi (2012) Wang Guannan (2015),

Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016) and other scholars can draw that earnings per

share,net asset per share, ROA, ROE, operating profit margin, current ratio, quick

ratio, asset-liability ratio, net profit growth rate, operating income growth rate,

accounts receivable turnover rate,total asset growth rate, total asset turnover rate,

fixed asset turnover rate related to stock prices, thus affected stock return.

2.2 Conceptual Framework

In the light of relevant literature, combined with pricing model and

information theory, the author found that most papers choose regression model to

study the impact of various financial performance on stock returns. Financial

performance was usually divided into four categories: profitability, solvency, grow

ability, operation ability. Selects 15 financial indicators as independent variables,

stock return as dependent variable.

Dependent variable

The dependent variables are stock returns. According to the formula, the

stock return was determined by the price difference. Owing to this paper uses

quarterly data, so dividends and interest were not involved.

Stock return= (Pi -Pi-1) / Pi-1 (i=1, 2, 3..., N) (2)

Pi= Ending stock close price

Pi-1= Initial stock close price
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Independent variable

1. Indicators representing profitability

Earnings per share(X1)

By Wang Xiaonan, Wang Guannan (2015), Wang Yinlu (2012), Huang Yinhui

(2003), Wu Liansheng (2000) and other researchers proved that earnings per share

affect stock return. Earnings per share (EPS), When the common shareholders hold

each share, will get the enterprise net profit or bear the company losses. Higher the

ratio, the company created more profit. It was calculation formula was as follows:

EPS = Net income / Outstanding shares (3)

Net assets per share (X2)

Researchers such as Liu Jun (2008) and Liu Cheng (2010), Yu Qin (2016)

proved that selected net profit per share to represent profitability. Net asset per

share was the corresponding net asset value of each share. The ratio higher, the

more company's shareholders own asset. The formula was:

Net assets per share = Net assets / Common stock number (4)

Return on asset (X3)

Return on asset (ROA) used to measure how much net profit was created per

unit of assets, ROA was presented as a percentage. When the ratio higher, unit

asset product more total profit, more better enterprise asset utilization effect.

Menaje (2012) calculate formula was:

Return on assets = Net income / Total assets (5)

Return on equity (X4)

Return on equity (ROE), it was the ratio of net profit to average shareholder's

equity. ROE measuring the efficiency of the company's use of its own capital. The

higher return on equity, the higher the return on investment. Wang, Fu & Luo,

(2013) calculate formula follow:

Return on equity = Net income / Average shareholders’ equity (6)
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Operating profit margin(X5)

Researchers such as Wang Yinlu (2012), Wu Liansheng (2000) and Wang

Guanna (2015) selected operating profit margin to represent profitability.

Operating profit margin refers to the proportion of operating profit to revenue.

Revenue includes main business income and other business income. The ratio

higher, the more commodities sales contribute to operating profits, and the

stronger enterprises profitability. Muhammad, calculated formula was:

Operating profit margin = Net profit / Revenue (7)

2. Indicators representing solvency

Current ratio (X6)

Researchers such as Wang Yinlu (2012), Wu Liansheng (2000), Wang Guanna

(2015), Dai Yuping (2004) and others selected current ratio to represent solvency.

Current ratio used to judge ability of current assets to be converted into cash, then

use the cash to pay short-term liabilities. The higher ratio, the stronger the

short-term solvency. The formula was:

Current ratio = Current assets / Current liabilities (8)

Quick ratio (X7)

By Wang Yinlu (2012), Wu Liansheng (2000), Wang Guanna (2015), Yu Qin

(2016) and other researchers selected quick ratio to represent solvency. Quick ratio

was the quick assets divide by current liabilities. It measures the enterprise's liquid

assets ability to realize immediate liquidity reimbursement. The formula was:

Quick ratio = (Current assets-inventory) / Current liabilities (9)

Asset-liability ratio (X8)

Researchers such as Dai Yuping (2004), Liu Jun (2008), Yu Qin (2016) and

others select asset-liability ratio to represent solvency. Asset-liability ratio was a

comprehensive index to evaluate the level of corporate debt. The variable also

calls “Acid-test Ratio” measures the level of immediate cash transfer in the current

assets of an enterprise, which was used to repay current liabilities. The formula
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was as follows:

Asset-liability ratio =Total liabilities / Total assets (10)

3. Indicators representing growth ability

Operating income growth rate (X9)

By Wu Shinong, Li Changqing and Yu Wei (1999), Liu Cheng (2010), Yu Qin

(2016), Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016) and other researchers selected operating

income growth rate to represent growth ability. The operating income growth rate

was the ratio of the enterprise operating income growth to the previous quarter

total operating income, which reflects the changed of the operating income of the

enterprise. Evaluation of business growth an important indicator. The formula was

as follows:

Operating income growth rate=Revenue growth / Total revenue for the

previous period (11)

Net asset growth rate (X10)

By Liu Jun (2008), Yu Qin (2016), Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016) and other

researchers selected net asset growth rate to represent growth ability. The net

assets growth rate was the ratio of the increase net assets to the previous quarter

net assets, it reflects the preservation and appreciation of the enterprise assets, it

was an important indicator of business growth. The formula was:

Net asset growth rate = Net asset growth in the current period / Net assets at

the beginning of the period (12)

Net profit growth rate (X11)

By Liu Jun (2008), Yu Qin (2016) and other researchers selected the net profit

growth rate to represent growth ability. The net profit growth rate represented the

ratio of the increase of the net profit of the current period to the net profit of the

previous quarter. The ratio higher, the stronger enterprise profitability. The

formula was as follows:
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Net profit growth rate = (Current net profit - Last period net profit) / Last

period net profit (13)

4. Indicators representing operating ability

Total asset turnover rate (X12)

Researchers such as Liu Jun (2008), Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016), Wu

Shinong, Li Changqing and Yu Wei (1999) selected total asset turnover rate to

represent operating ability. The total asset turnover rate was important indicators

for comprehensive evaluation of all assets operating quality and enterprise’s

utilization efficiency. The higher rate meant the faster the total asset turnover, and

the stronger the sales ability. The formula was as follows:

Total asset turnover (times) = Net operating income/Average total assets (14)

Accounts receivable turnover (X13)

By Chen Zhaodong, Yang Wenjing (2012), Yu Qin (2016), Wu Liansheng

(2000) and other researchers selected accounts receivable turnover to represent

operating ability. Accounts receivable turnover rate was the ratio of the company’s

main business income on accounts receivable turnover rate. It showed the average

number of days a company accounts receivable conversion to cash. In general, the

higher accounts receivable turnover, indicating that the faster the company

checkout, the stronger operation ability. The formula was as follows:

Accounts receivable turnover = Main business income / Average accounts

receivable (15)

Fixed-asset turnover ratio (X14)

By Wang Guannan (2015), Yu Qin (2016), Wu Liansheng (2000) and other

researchers selected fixed-asset turnover ratio to represent operating ability. The

fixed asset turnover rate, also called the fixed asset utilization, represents the

number of fixed asset turnovers during an accounting period. The higher the fixed

asset turnover rate, the shorter the turnover days and the higher the fixed assets

utilization. The calculation formula was:
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Fixed-asset turnover ratio = Revenue / PP&E (16)

PP&E: Property, Plant, and Equipment

Control variable

CSI300 Index’s return (X15)

The CSI300 Index comprehensively reflected the overall performance of the

listed stock prices in China's A-share market. the index concludes 300 stocks

which the large market capitalization and good liquidity in the Shanghai and

Shenzhen stock markets. According to CAPM, system risk will affect stock prices,

so the control variable was the CSI300 Index’s return. The calculation formula was

as follows:

CSI300 Index’s return= (Pi-Pi-1)/Pi-1 (i=1, 2, 3..., N) (17)

Pi = Ending Stock Price

Pi-1 = Initial Stock Price

Based on the above content and the conclusion of 2.1, the conceptual

framework of the thesis can be drawn as Figure 6.

Figure 6 Conceptual Framework

Stock return

Control variable

Profitability

Growth ability

Solvency

Operating ability
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2.3 Hypothesis

2.3.1 The Analysis of Profitability Effect on Stock Return.

The nature of investment determines that investors concern at the company's

investment return. the source of each fund needs cost, and the listed company must

make a profit to protect the return of investors in the market economy. Therefore,

it believed that the positive impact of profitability on stock return.

By Wang Xiaonan, Wang Guannan (2015), Wang Yinlu (2012), Huang

Yinhui (2003), Wu Liansheng (2000) and other researchers prove that earnings per

share affect stock return. The higher the ratio, the more profit the company creates.

So, the article putted forward the hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1: Earnings per share was significant positive effect stock return

in the high-tech industry.

Researchers such as Liu Jun (2008) and Liu Cheng (2010), Yu Qin (2016)

proved that selected net profit per share to represent profitability.The ratio higher,

the more company's shareholders own asset.

Hypothesis 2: Net assets per share was significant positive effect stock return

in the high-tech industry.

Return on Asset (ROA) used to measure how much net profit was created per

unit of assets. When the ratio higher, unit asset product more total profit, more

better enterprise asset utilization effect. Mu Liangping, Shi Daimin (2002), Li Wen

(2018), Maryyam Anwaar (2016) using ROA as a variable, did the analyse

relationship ROA with stock return.

Hypothesis 3: ROA was significant positive effect stock return in the

high-tech industry.

ROE measured the efficiency of the company's use of its own capital. The

higher return on equity, the higher the return on investment. Yu Qin (2016), Wang

Yinlu (2012), Wang Xiaonan (2008), Wang Guannan (2015) putted the ROE as

variable enter regression analysis.
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Hypothesis 4 ： ROE was significant positive effect stock return in the

high-tech industry.

Researchers such as Wang Yinlu (2012), Wu Liansheng (2000) and Wang

Guanna (2015) selected operating profit margin to represent profitability. The ratio

higher, the more commodities sales contribute to operating profits, and the

stronger enterprises profitability.

Hypothesis 5: Operating profit margin was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.

2.3.2 The Analysis of Solvency Effect on Stock Return.

Generally, appropriate liabilities can make the funds more effective used, in

the enterprise’s production and operation play important financial leverage, but the

excessive debt will reduce enterprise’s operational efficiency, and expand

enterprise’s bankruptcy risk. The capital structure "trade-off theory" believed that

liabilities can reduce tax, but the high ratio of assets and liabilities was not

conducive to the company growth. Therefore, the indicator of solvency has a

moderate correlation with the stock return.

Researchers such as Wang Yinlu (2012), Wu Liansheng (2000), Wang

Guanna (2015), Dai Yuping (2004) and others selected current ratio to represent

solvency. The higher ratio, the stronger the short-term solvency.

Hypothesis 6: Current ratio was significant moderate effect stock return in the

high-tech industry.

By Wang Yinlu (2012), Wu Liansheng (2000), Wang Guanna (2015), Yu Qin

(2016) and other researchers selected quick ratio to represent solvency. It

measured the enterprise's liquid assets ability to realize immediate liquidity

reimbursement.

Hypothesis 7: Quick ratio was significant moderate effect stock return in the

high-tech industry.
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Researchers such as Dai Yuping (2004), Liu Jun (2008), Yu Qin (2016) and

others selected asset-liability ratio to represent solvency. Asset-liability ratio was a

comprehensive index to evaluate the level of corporate debt.

Hypothesis 8: Asset-liability ratio was significant moderate effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.

2.3.3 The Analysis of Growth Ability Effect on Stock Return.

Growth ability refereed to the listed company development trend and

development speed in the future, including the company's scale expansion,

increased owner's equity and increased profits. When the market environment

changes, the scale of market share, profitability, and corporate assets continue to

change, it was reflected the company future development prospects. Enterprises

through the issuance of stock financing to develop and expand, expand company

strength, and continuously improve company competitiveness, thus giving

investors a better return. Therefore, Wang Xiaonan (2015) proposed that the

indicators of growth ability has positive effect stock return.

By Wu Shinong, Li Changqing and Yu Wei (1999), Liu Cheng (2010), Yu Qin

(2016), Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016) and other researchers selected operating

income growth rate to represent growth ability. The operating income growth rate

was the ratio of the enterprise operating income growth to the previous quarter

total operating income, which reflected the changed of the operating income of the

enterprise.

Hypothesis 9: Operating income growth rate was significant positive effect

stock return in the high-tech industry.

By Liu Jun (2008), Yu Qin (2016), Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016) and other

researchers selected net asset growth rate to represent growth ability. The net

assets growth rate was the ratio of the increase net assets to the previous quarter

net assets, it reflected the preservation and appreciation of the enterprise assets, it

was an important indicator of business growth.
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Hypothesis 10: Net asset growth rate was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.

By Liu Jun (2008), Yu Qin (2016) and other researchers selected the net profit

growth rate to represent growth ability. The ratio higher, the stronger the enterprise

profitability.

Hypothesis 11: Net profit growth rate was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry

2.3.4 The Analysis of Operational Ability Effect on Stock Return.

Wang Xiaonan (2015) believes that the economic resource of the enterprise

was added value through the ceaseless cycle. By accelerated turnover, improved

utilization efficiency, and enabling enterprises to create more value, investors will

get more returns. Therefore, it was proposed that the indicator of operational

ability positive effect stock return.

Researchers such as Liu Jun (2008), Xu Yihong, Li Shuang (2016), Wu

Shinong, Li Changqing and Yu Wei (1999) selected total asset turnover rate to

represent operating ability.The higher rate meant the faster the total asset turnover,

and the stronger the sale ability.

Hypothesis 12: Total asset turnover rate was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.

By Chen Zhaodong, Yang Wenjing (2012), Yu Qin (2016), Wu Liansheng

(2000) and other researchers selected accounts receivable turnover to represent

operating ability. the higher accounts receivable turnover, indicating that the faster

the company checkout, the stronger operation ability.

Hypothesis 13: Accounts receivable turnover was significant positive effect

stock return in the high-tech industry.
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By Wang Guannan (2015), Yu Qin (2016), Wu Liansheng (2000) and other

researchers selected fixed-asset turnover ratio to represent operating ability. The

higher fixed asset turnover rate, the shorter the turnover days and the higher the

fixed assets utilization.

Hypothesis 14: Fixed-asset turnover ratio was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.

2.3.5 The Analysis of Control Variable Effect on Stock Return.

To selection control variables was based on CAPM. The Beta coefficient in

the CAPM formula was a measure of systemic risk. The market price will affect

the stock price, and the market return will also positive effect the stock return.

Therefore, in this thesis are as follows:

Hypothesis 15: CSI300 Index’s return was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter was written about the research design, the research sample size,

the data collection procedure and the data analysis.

3.1 Research Design

As can be seen from the second chapter, according to the model of

Olsen-Feltam, combine the regression model used by Yu Qin (2016), Wang

Xiaonan (2008), Wang Guannan (2015). There were two categories of information

affected the listed companies stock return in the high-tech industry, once the

financial information and the other one non-financial information. Financial

information was disclosed in the listed company’s quarterly financial statements,

the non-financial information was all other macro information which may affect

stock return, such as national macro-control policies and various analysts'

forecasts of the market and so more. Therefore, the relationship between financial

performance and stock return of listed companies in the high-tech industry was as

follows:

Y=f (X1, X2, X3..., Xn, K1, K2, K3…, Kn) +￡ (18)

Y: stock return of listed company in the high-tech industry;

X: Financial performance were disclosed in the quarterly report of listed

companies in high-tech industry;

K: Non-financial information;

￡: Random error term.

At the same time, assumed that all non-financial information were consistent

impact on the stock return of listed companies in the high-tech industry, then the

impact of all non-financial information can be expressed by the constant U.

therefore:
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U=f (K1, K2, K3..., Kn) (19)

Y=f (X1, X2, X3…, Xn) + U +￡ (20)

Therefore, this thesis uses the classical multiple regression model:

Y=β0+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3...+βnXn + λ (21)

According to the summary in Chapter 2.2, the variables in this thesis are

selected as shown in the following table1.

In this thesis, the stock return as the dependent variable Y, according to the

formula of stock return, Y selected the last trading day’s closing price minus the

first trading day’s closing price in a quarter, the sum was divided by the first

trading day closing price of the quarter from 2013 to 2017.January to March as a

quarter; April to June as a quarter; July to September as a quarter; October to

December as a quarter.

The independent variable X, select the data from the 2013 to 2017 quarterly
report, and then calculate it.

Table 1 Variable Table

Variable Indicator

Y Stock return
Profitability X1 Earnings per share

X2 Net assets per share
X3 ROA
X4 ROE
X5 Operating profit margin

Solvency X6 Current ratio
X7 Quick ratio
X8 Asset-liability ratio

Growth ability X9 Operating income growth rate
X10 Net asset growth rate
X11 Net profit growth rate

Operating ability X12 Total asset turnover rate
X13 Accounts receivable turnover
X14 Fixed-asset turnover ratio

Control variable X15 CSI300 Index’s return
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3.2 The Sample

This thesis chose the A-share listed companies in Shanghai Stock Exchange

and Shenzhen Stock Exchange for the 20 accounting quarters from 2013 to 2017 in

the high-tech industry as the research sample and selected according to the

following principles:

1. As most investors in China are now more concerned with A shares, only the

companies that issue A shares were selected as a sample, excluding issue B shares

or H shares companies.

2. Excluding ST, * ST listed companies, just keep down the normal listing

company. Because ST, *ST listed companies has serious losses and financial data

was very unstable, it was more difficult to learn from the data.

3. Excluding data disclosure was not complete listed companies.

389 companies have been certified by high-tech listed companies from 2013

to 2017, according to the information disclosure of Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock

Exchanges, 600579, 601558, 601558, 600202, 600375, 600710, 600710, 600847,

600847, 002102, 002445, a total of 10 stocks were ST or *ST listed companies.

These 10 stocks will be been deleted. Deleted due to incomplete data. Finally,

there were 288 listed companies as samples, of which 89 were listed on the

Shanghai stock exchange and 197 were listed on the Shenzhen stock exchange.

3.3 Data Collection

The research data mainly came from SINA Finance, and some of the data was

supplemented by YAHOO Finance. The data of CSI300 Index’s returns were

released by Shenzhen stock exchange. Obtained data first with EXCEL software

screening, and then SPSS software for statistical analysis.
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3.4 Data Analysis

In this thesis, the data analysis method used was regression analyze method.

The first step was did correlation analysis and used the Pearson correlation

coefficient method in SPSS 13. Verify the impact of the selected factor on stock

return.

The second step was to do a regression analysis. Using the profitability,

solvency, grow ability, operation ability, control variable, the five factor as

independent variables, stock returns as dependent variables did regression analysis.

Got those factors that were significant linear relationship with the company's

returns.

The third step was to summarize the interpretation of the four types of

financial performance on stock returns in the 5 years. To judge the hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS

Chapter four introduce the data collected results. The chapter entails content

about the descriptive statistics, correlation and regression results and summary of

the hypothesis.

Screening samples according to the requirements of 3.2, the sample of this

paper was in the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchange, 288 high-tech listed

companies. For the sake of promoted the application to the entire high-tech

industry, the F test or the T- test were used at 5% level of significance, when the

significance less than 0.05 to establish the whole statistical significance model and

the independent variables respectively.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N

Stock return 0.063 0.295 5700
Earnings per share 0.217 0.311 5700
Net assets per share 4.497 2.479 5700
ROA 3.886 4.478 5700
ROE 0.043 0.160 5700
Operating profit margin 8.553 24.798 5700
Current ratio 3.408 14.159 5700
Quick ratio 2.768 13.307 5700
Asset-liability ratio 0.362 0.189 5700
Operating income growth rate 0.270 2.145 5700
Net asset growth rate 0.263 1.863 5700
Net profit growth rate 0.731 50.162 5700
Total asset turnover rate 0.407 0.555 5700
Accounts receivable turnover 15.247 256.224 5700
Fixed-asset turnover ratio 4.303 25.054 5700
CSI300 index's return 0.030 0.127 5700
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Table 2 showed the summary descriptive statistics. The sample collected total

have 5700 data sets. Among the meant values of each group, the maximum value

was accounts receivable turnover, and the value was 15.24733. The smallest was

the CSI300 index's return, with a value of 0.00296. The difference between the

two numbers was nearly 5,151 times. The standard deviation results showed that

the lot of variables have a large difference between the real value of data and the

average. The value of operating profit margin was 24.8, the value of current ratio

was 14.16, the value of quick ratio was 13.31, the value of net profit growth rate

was 50.16, the value of accounts receivable turnover was 256.22 and the value of

fixed-asset turnover ratio was 25.1.

4.2 Correlation Analysis

Table 3 Pearson Correlation
Stock Return Significance

Stock return 1 -
Earnings per share 0.005 0.349
Net assets per share 0.001 0.483
ROA 0.006 0.315
ROE 0.028 0.019
Operating profit margin 0.018 0.086
Current ratio 0.002 0.436
Quick ratio 0.002 0.431
Asset-liability ratio 0.001 0.474
Operating income growth rate 0.019 0.078
Net asset growth rate 0.006 0.328
Net profit growth rate 0.013 0.172
Total asset turnover rate -0.016 0.113
Accounts receivable turnover -0.012 0.188
Fixed-asset turnover ratio 0.005 0.346
CSI300 index's return 0.237 0
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Used Pearson Correlation to do a rough correlation analysis. When the

Significance was less than 0.05, only the ROE, CSI300 index's return was related

to the stock returns. ROE can explain 2.8% of stock returns, and the CSI300

index's return can explain 23.7% of stock return. Other financial performance

variables did not affect stock return.

4.3 Regression Analysis

Table 4 Model Summary

R R Square
Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate Durbin-Watson

0.249 0.062 0.060 0.286 2.274

Table 4 was the model summary in the step of regression analyses. The

results on the table, the value of determination coefficient(R-square) was 0.062.

This indicated that independent variables explain only 6.2% of dependent variable.

This showed that financial performance had low explanatory power for stock

return.

Table 5 ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean
Square F Sig.

Regression 30.805 15 2.054 25.076 0
Residual 465.669 5686 0.082
Total 496.474 5700

Table 5 showed the analysis of variance (ANOVA). The value of significance

was 0 < 0.05, This meant that 15 independent variables of financial performance

had least one affect the stock return.
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Table 6 Coefficients

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinearity
Statistics

B
Std.
Error

Beta Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.066 0.015 4.311 0

Earnings per share 0.009 0.022 0.01 0.421 0.674 0.3 3.335

Net assets per share 0 0.002 -0.002 -0.149 0.881 0.619 1.615

ROA -0.005 0.002 -0.07 -2.632 0.009 0.232 4.312

ROE 0.071 0.037 0.039 1.945 0.049 0.417 2.401

Operating profit margin 0 0 0.03 1.767 0.077 0.581 1.721

Current ratio -0.002 0.007 -0.115 -0.33 0.742 0.001 737.65

Quick ratio 0.003 0.008 0.118 0.338 0.735 0.001 734.57

Asset-liability ratio -0.002 0.023 -0.001 -0.093 0.926 0.731 1.369

Operating income growth rate 0.01 0.004 0.076 2.769 0.006 0.218 4.595

Net asset growth rate -0.009 0.004 -0.059 -2.139 0.032 0.217 4.607

Net profit growth rate 9.27E-05 0 0.016 1.223 0.222 0.993 1.007

Total asset turnover rate -0.022 0.008 -0.041 -2.619 0.009 0.684 1.462

Accounts receivable turnover 4.49E-06 0 0.004 0.258 0.797 0.722 1.386

Fixed-asset turnover ratio 8.14E-05 0 0.007 0.5 0.617 0.863 1.159

CSI300 index's return 0.575 0.03 0.248 18.98 0 0.966 1.036

Dependent Variable: Stock Returns

On the Table 6, the value of VIF was used to judge the multicollinearity

between independent variables. When the two values of VIF are very close, it

meant that the two variables were col-linear. By contrast, it found that current ratio

and quick ratio were col-linear, the two variables did not enter into the equation.

Table 6 showed the results of the regression coefficients. When the

significance value was less than 0.05, the independent variable can enter the

equation. Therefore, The significant value of ROA was 0.009, The significant
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value of ROE was 0.049, the significant value of the operating income growth rate

was 0.006, The significant value of the net asset growth rate was 0.032, The

significant value of the total asset turnover rate was 0.009,The significant value of

the CSI300 index's return was 0, so the six variable entered the regression equation.

From the regression equation was rewritten as follows：

Y=0.066-0.05X3+0.071X4+0.01X9-0.009X10-0.022X12+0.575X15

By comparing the absolute value of Standards Coefficients, the ranking of

factors significantly affect stock return (from large to small): the value of CSI300

index's return was 0.248, the value of the operating income growth rate was 0.076,

the value of ROA was 0.07, the value of the net asset growth rate was 0.059, the

value of the total asset turnover rate was 0.041, the value of ROE was 0.039.

4.4 Summary of Hypothesis

Through regression analysis, there were conclude that:

The significance value of hypothesis 1 more than 0.05(Sig.=0.674), so

“Earnings per share was significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech

industry.” was false. The significance value of hypothesis 2 more than 0.05

(Sig.=0.881), so “Net assets per share was significant positive effect stock return

in the high-tech industry. ”was false. The significance value of hypothesis 3

smaller than 0.05(Sig.=0.009), but the value of bate was negative, so “ROA was

significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech industry.” was false. The

significance value of hypothesis 4 smaller than 0.05(Sig.=0.009), so “ROE was

significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech industry.” was support. The

significance value of hypothesis 5 more than 0.05(Sig.=0.077), so “Operating

profit margin was significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech

industry.” was false. The significance value of hypothesis 6 more than

0.05(Sig.=0.742), so “Current ratio was moderate significant effect stock return in

the high-tech industry.” was false. The significance value of hypothesis 7 more

than 0.05(Sig.=0.735), so “Quick ratio was moderate significant effect stock return
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in the high-tech industry” was false. The significance value of hypothesis 8 more

than 0.05(Sig.=0.926), so “Asset-liability ratio was moderate significant effect

stock return in the high-tech industry.” was false. The significance value of

hypothesis 9 smaller than 0.05 (Sig.=0.006), so “Operating income growth rate

was significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech industry.” was support.

The significance value of hypothesis10 smaller than 0.05(Sig.=0.032), but the

value of bate was negative, so “Net asset growth rate was significant positive

effect stock return in the high-tech industry.” was false. The significance value of

hypothesis11 more than 0.05(Sig.=0.222), so “Net profit growth rate was

significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech industry.” was false. The

significance value of hypothesis 12 smaller than 0.05(Sig.=0.009), but the value of

bate was negative, so “Total asset turnover rate was significant positive effect

stock return in the high-tech industry.” was false. The significance value of

hypothesis 13 more than 0.05(Sig.=0.797), so “Accounts receivable turnover was

significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech industry.” was false. The

significance value of hypothesis 14 more than 0.05(Sig.=0.617), so “Fixed-asset

turnover ratio was significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech

industry.” was false. The significance value of hypothesis 15 smaller than

0.05(Sig.=0.000), so “CSI300 Index’s return was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry.” was support.
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Table 7 The Summary for All Hypothesis
NO. Hypothesis sig.＜

0.05
Conclusion Result

H1 Earnings per share was significant positive effect
stock return in the high-tech. industry.

0.674 No effect Reject

H2 Net assets per share was significant positive effect
stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.881 No effect Reject

H3 ROA was significant positive effect stock return in
the high-tech industry.

0.009 Negative
effect

Reject

H4 ROE was significant positive effect stock return in
the high-tech industry.

0.049 Positive
effect

Accept

H5 Operating profit margin was significant positive
effect stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.077 No effect Reject

H6 Current ratio was moderate significant effect stock
return in the high-tech industry.

0.742 No effect Reject

H7 Quick ratio was moderate significant effect stock
return in the high-tech industry

0.735 No effect Reject

H8 Asset-liability ratio was moderate significant effect
stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.926 No effect Reject

H9 Operating income growth rate was significant
positive effect stock return in the high-tech
industry.

0.006 Positive
effect

Accept

H10 Net asset growth rate was significant positive effect
stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.032 Negative
effect

Reject

H11 Net profit growth rate was significant positive
effect stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.222 No effect Reject

H12 Total asset turnover rate was significant positive
effect stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.009 Negative
effect

Reject

H13 Accounts receivable turnover was significant
positive effect stock return in the high-tech
industry.

0.797 No effect Reject

H14 Fixed-asset turnover ratio was significant positive
effect stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.617 No effect Reject

H15 CSI300 Index’s return was significant positive
effect stock return in the high-tech industry.

0.000 Positive
effect

Accept
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This chapter summarized the conclusions of the study, discusses the reasons

for the conclusions, then makes recommendations based on the reasons, reflects on

the research’s limitations, and suggests further research.

5.1 Conclusion

The thesis objective was to research the impact of financial performance on

stock return in the high-tech industry. The thesis reviews the price model and

effective market theory of traditional finance, so as to selected the variables of

financial performance and research models. The dependent variable was stock

return. The independent variable was earnings per share, net assets per share, ROA,

ROE, operating profit margin, current ratio, quick ratio, asset-liability ratio,

operating income growth rate, net asset growth rate, net profit growth rate, total

asset turnover rate, accounts receivable turnover, fixed-asset turnover ratio. The

control variable was the CSI300 index's return. The selected samples were 288

high-tech enterprises in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchange.

Descriptive Statistics: The summary descriptive statistics found that the value

of mean stock return was obviously smaller than the value of mean independent

variables. the following variables have a large difference between the data value

and the average. Operating profit margin (24.8), current ratio, quick ratio, net

profit growth rate (50.16), accounts receivable turnover (256.22) and fixed-asset

turnover ratio (25.1).

Regression analysis: The correlation result found that the impact of financial

performance on stock returns was low. From the regression analysis results

showed that all of the research independent variables explain 6.2% of dependent

variation in stock returns of listed firms.
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From the ANOVA result, it was found the impact of financial performance on

stock return. The results of the regression coefficients found the positive impact of

ROE, operating income growth rate, CSI300 index's return on stock return. The

negative impact of ROA, net asset growth rate, total asset turnover rate on stock

return. The insignificant impact of earnings per share, net assets per share,

operating profit margin, current ratio, quick ratio, asset-liability ratio, net profit

growth rate, accounts receivable turnover, fixed-asset turnover ratio on stock

return. By comparing the absolute values of standards coefficients, the ranking of

factors significantly affects stock returns (from large to small): CSI300 index's

return, operating income growth rate, ROA, net asset growth rate, total asset

turnover rate, ROE.

However, the study concludes that ROE, operating income growth rate,

CSI300 index's return has a direct positive impact on stock return, so ROE,

operating income growth rate, CSI300 index's return increase will increase the

stock returns of listed companies. The study concludes that the ROA, net asset

growth rate, and total asset turnover rate have a direct negative effect stock return.

Therefore, the reduction of ROA, net asset growth rate, and total asset turnover

rate will increase the stock return of listed companies.

5.2 Discussion

According to the results of table 7, hypothesis 4, hypothesis 9, hypothesis 15

is accepted, hypothesis 3, hypothesis 10, hypothesis 12 is the opposite of the null

hypothesis. hypothesis 1, hypothesis 2, hypothesis 5, hypothesis 6, hypothesis 7,

hypothesis 8, hypothesis 9, hypothesis 11, hypothesis 13, hypothesis 14, obtained

the conclusion that each variable did not affect the stock turn. Next, based on the

5.1 conclusion, the thesis will discussion the reason of hypothesis result.
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5.2.1 Hypothesis was Accepted

Hypothesis 4, the value of significance was 0.009, smaller than 0.05, which

indicated that ROE was significant positive effect stock return in the high-tech

industry. ROE reaction the level of shareholders' equity return. Classically, the

liabilities increase will lead to the ROE increase. The higher the debt meaning

more capital to invest and used, will better the company's development. The

development of high-tech enterprise required a lot of costs in the research and

develop technology sector. Therefore, the higher the debt meaning the higher the

cost of research and development, which was more conducive to the high-tech

enterprises to development, attracting more investors to invest, and then conducive

to improving stock return. But Wang Xiaonan (2008) found ROE was negative

effect stock return.

Hypothesis 9, the value of significance was 0.006, smaller than 0.05, which

indicates that the operating income growth rate was significant positive effect

stock return in the high-tech industry. The operating income growth rate reaction

within a certain period of time, the operating income of the enterprise should

increase or decrease, and the operating income growth was the foundation of

business survival and the necessary conditions for development. The higher of

indicator meant, the faster the company’s growth rate, and the better the market

prospects, and the better protection of investors' return. Xu Yihong, Li Shuang

(2016) also putted forward the same point.

Hypothesis 15, the value of significance was 0.000 smaller than 0.05, which

indicated that the CSI300 Index’s return was significant positive effect stock

return in the high-tech industry. The CSI 300 Index was an index that reaction the

overall condition of the entire A-share market. The index can comprehensively

measure the situation of the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchange. When the

securities market was in a good environment and the stock price rises, investors

can got higher return.
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5.2.2 Hypothesis was Rejected

There were two type of hypotheses were rejected, the variable was

insignificance with stock return, and the variable was negative with stock return.

Hypothesis 3, hypothesis 10, hypothesis 12 were the variables negative affect

stock return, next, the author will explain the reason.

Hypothesis 3, the value of significance was 0.009, smaller than 0.05, but the

value of bate was negative, it was mean that ROA was significant negative effect

stock return. When the stock return was increase, according to formula, the total

asset was increase or the net asset was decrease. Because the high-tech enterprises

there was a situation that a large amount of capital was invest, but the income was

less in the process of starting, research and development. Zhang Liguo, Su

Xingyun, Ni Lijun (2014) propose that the impact of investment on ROA was

lagging. In the current period, the technology investment was negatively

correlation with ROA. The core competitiveness of high-tech enterprises was the

output of technology patents, the higher technical output will attract more investor.

Increase in technology investment, the ROA will decrease, so the negatively

impact of ROA on stock return. Wang Xiaonan (2008) also supported the paper

opinion.

Hypothesis10, the value of significance was 0.032, smaller than 0.05, but the

value of bate was negative, it meant that net asset growth rate was significant

negative effect stock return in the high-tech industry. Net asset growth rate reflects

the expansion speed of enterprises, which was a measure of the enterprises scale.

When the net asset growth rate was decrease, it meant less self-owned funds, when

the investor invest the company, it will be more likely to affect the stock price,

more conducive to get stock return.

Hypothesis12, the value of significance was 0.009 smaller than 0.05, but the

value of bate was negative, it was mean that total asset turnover rate was

significant negative effect stock return in the high-tech industry. Zhang Liguo, Su

Xingyun, Ni Lijun (2014) proposed that technology investment was negatively
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correlated with the total asset turnover rate, and technology investment was

conducive to attracting investment. So, the total asset turnover rate has significant

negative effect stock return.

The remaining hypothesis was the variable insignificantly affect stock return.

Hypothesis 1, the value of significance was 0.674, more than 0.05, it was

mean that earnings per share was insignificant effect stock return in the high-tech

industry. Wajid Khan et al. concluded that EPS was positively affecting stock

return. Wang Xiaonan (2008), Chen Zhaodong, Yang Wenqi (2012), Xu Yihong, Li

Shuang (2016), Liu Wei (2008) Dai Yanxiong (2008) concluded that earnings per

share were positively affecting stock returns. However, Chi Lihua, Dong Yue

(2015), Yan Huaijin, Ding He (2015) came to the opposite conclusion that earnings

per share no effect stock return, it was the same as the conclusion of this paper.

Hypothesis 2, the value of significance was 0.881, more than 0.05, it was

mean that net assets per share was insignificant effect stock return in the high-tech

industry. The result of Liu Wei (2008) data analysis was that the net assets per

share was positively affecting the stock price, but Yan Huaijin, Ding He (2015)

concluded was opposite.

Hypothesis 5, the value of significance was 0.077, more than 0.05, it was

mean that operating profit margin was insignificant effect stock return in the

high-tech industry. The analysis of Wang Yinlu (2012) in different year show that

in the high-tech industry, the operating profit margin was negatively significant

effect stock return in 2007 and 2009, but the operating profit margin was positive

significant effect stock return in 2008. and the operating profit margin was

insignificant effect stock return. So, the thesis appearance of any result was

possible.

Hypothesis 6, the value of significance was 0.742, more than 0.05, it was

mean that current ratio was insignificant effect stock return in the high-tech

industry. Yan Huaijin, Dinhe (2015), Liu Wei (2008), Dai Yanxiong (2008) also get

the same analysis result, but Zhou Xin (2013) found that the current ratio was a
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positive significant stock return in manufacturing industry.

Hypothesis 7, the value of significance was 0.735, more than 0.05, it meant

that quick ratio was insignificant effect stock return in high-tech industry. Dai

Yanxiong (2008), Yan huaijin, Din He (2015), Dai Yanxiong also though the quick

ratio no effect stock return, but Wang Xiaonan (2008) support the quick ratio no

effect stock return. And Zhou Xin (2013) though the quick ratio has a positive

relationship with stock return.

Hypothesis 8, the value of significance was 0.926, more than 0.05, it meant

that asset-liability ratio was no effect stock return in the high-tech industry. Chi

Lihua, Dong Yue (2015), Yan Huaijin, Dinhe (2015) both support the paper result.

Hypothesis 11, the value of significance was 0.222, more than 0.05, it was

mean that net profit growth rate was insignificant effect stock return in the

high-tech industry. Yan Huaijin,Din He (2015) also support the result by the paper.

But Zhou Xin (2013) research showed that the net profit growth rate positively

affects stock return in finance and insurance industry.

Hypothesis 13, the value of significance was 0.797, more than 0.05, it was

mean that accounts receivable turnover was insignificant effect stock return in the

high-tech industry. But Chan Zhaodong, Yang Wenqian (2012) have studied that

accounts receivable turnover positively affect stock return.

Hypothesis 14, the value of significance was 0.617, more than 0.05, it was

mean that fix-asset turnover ratio was insignificant effect stock return in the

high-tech industry. But Wang Guannan (2015) through analysis found fix-asset

turnover ratio have positive relationship with stock return.

By summarized Wang Yabo (2013) Li Wen (2018), the reason that financial

performance was insignificant effect stock return, may be the speculation by

individual investor, problems with information disclosure methods and

supervision.
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Speculation by individual investor.

Wang Weijin (2016), Huang Bin (2013) both believe that investors had a

significant impact on stock return in the stock market. The individual investor’s

investment philosophy and investment expectations were directly affecting the

stock return change. If a market investor cannot follow the value investment

philosophy, the listed company’s financial performance was difficult to effectively

influence the stock return in the stock market.

The investors main divided by two types in the stock market, individual

investor and institutional investor. Most individual investors have fewer

investment funds and large changes in investment funds in different periods. These

investors difficult to hold the large amounts funds for a long time, so individual

investors were more enthusiastic about short-term and medium-term investments

because these investors cannot hold a stock, they were not concerned about the

listed company’s financial performance and fundamental information. Individual

investor investment behavior was susceptible to irrational factors. Due to lack of

investment expertise and time, these investors didn't have enough time to study the

company’s financial status and intrinsic value, so individual investors were easier

to buy stocks when the stock price rises to a higher level, and panic selling when

the stock price beginning falls. Irrational behavior made stock prices excessively

volatile and harder to reflect the value of the company.

Institutional investors basically were investment companies and fund

companies. Institutional investors hold large funds and require to pursue high

return rate. It was difficult for investors to obtain sufficient returns from

short-term transactions, so they need to find stocks of listed companies with good

fundamentals and low P/E ratios, through long-term holdings and sharing the

benefits of company performance growth, at the same time, the professional

investment institutions had a large number of professional investment personnel,

can screen out more stocks with good performance and fast growth, so that the

institutional investors behave more rationally than individual investors, therefore
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that corporate financial performance was more effectively reflected in stock

return.

In China's stock market, individual investors were a high proportion of all

investor. Due to the individual investors lack of the professional investment

knowledge and error investment philosophy, compared the listed company’s

financial information, the investors were easier to be affected by government

actions and stock price changes. Individual investors' investment ideas were

greatly affected by irrational factors, and their behaviors of buying follow the

price rise and selling follow the price down are obvious. So, it affects the

transmission of information and the effectiveness of the stock market.

Problem with information disclosure methods and supervision.

At present, the information disclosure mechanism of the China stock market

was still not perfect. In order to beautify corporate image, improve reputation,

and absorb more funds in the stock market, some listed companies to beautify

financial statements, release false information and incomplete information, and

cheat investors.

Information disclosure laws and regulations were not perfect. The current

information disclosure system was not perfect, mainly relying on policy

documents of China securities regulatory commission and normative documents of

exchanges to guide the market. Existing regulations were often vague in language,

such as unclear definitions of major issues, giving listed companies an opportunity

to exploit policy gaps.

Illegal costs were too low under the current system. Under the current laws

and regulations, the illegal cost of non-compliance information disclosure system

was very low for listed companies or sponsors. For listed companies, the company

had not fulfilled information disclosure obligations, false records, major omissions

or misleading statements, the company was fined a maximum of 600,000 yuan; If

it causes major economic losses and disrupts the market order, the company may
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be delisted and has an obligation to compensate investors. In reality, most listed

companies fail to fulfill information disclosure obligations. The company only was

issued warning letters and the fine was not large. For intermediaries such as

sponsors, the maximum penalty for failing to fulfill the information disclosure

obligation was 300,000 yuan. Only those who were seriously identified by the

regulatory authorities will be disqualified.

Regulatory departments had low efficiency in law enforcement. After a listed

company was investigated for disclosure problems, the investigation process was

too long. Don’t properly protect the small and medium-sized investors.

5.3 Recommendation

Based on the research discussion, this thesis can make the following

recommendations:

According to the analysis results found that the positive impact of ROE,

Operating income growth rate, CSI300 index's return on stock return. The impact

negative of ROA, net asset growth rate, total asset turnover rate on stock return. It

can make recommendations:

Recommend to investor

General investors just focus on the listed company’s profitability variable, but

in the high-tech companies the growth ability and operation ability also will was

significant impact on investors' return. Investors can focus on the five indicators of

financial performance (ROA, ROE, operating income growth rate, net asset

growth rate and total asset turnover rate) to select invest stock.

CSI300 index’s return positively affects stock returns, it meant that stock

return was easily impacted by the overall stock market environment, which

affected the profits of high-tech stocks. So, it was suggested that investors should

consider the overall index of the entire stock market when investing in high-tech

companies. When the index rises, it was more conducive to investment.
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Recommend to corporate manager

The manager of high-tech enterprises can maximize corporate return by

reducing the value of ROA, net asset growth rate, total asset turnover rate and

increasing the value of ROE and operating income growth rate.

According to the conclusion result, the impact insignificant of earnings per

share, net assets per share, operating profit margin, current ratio, quick ratio,

asset-liability ratio, net profit growth rate, accounts receivable turnover,

fixed-asset turnover ratio on stock return. From the analysis of the discussion,

there are two reasons for causing the variables insignificant impact on stock return,

speculation by individual investor, problem with information disclosure methods

and supervision. So, it can make the following recommendations:

Recommend to investor

The impact of financial performance on stock returns was low. Because the

precondition of traditional financial hypothesis was rational person hypothesis, it

indicated that in the market, there were irrational investment behavior. Therefore,

it was suggested that investors should have a comprehensive understanding of

investment enterprises in multiple directions, and then make the rational

investment; In addition, investors should also strengthen investment education,

learn more investment professional knowledge, and establish rational and correct

investment decisions.

Recommend to corporate manager

Enterprise managers should realize that only by strictly regulating their own

behaviors,publicizing true and accurate operating conditions can enterprises obtain

long-term benefit; it was the long-term sustainable development of enterprises.

Improve the listed company’s internal governance structure, to make it more

suitable for the needs of corporate performance growth, improve the company's

own quality, strengthen the vitality of enterprises, and maintain the continuous

growth of corporate performance. To increase the impact of company financial
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performance on stock return.

Recommend to securities regulatory

The impact of financial performance on stock returns was low, indicating that

there may be imperfect financial information disclosure or fraud. Recommend

below:

1. According to the specific status of information disclosure, to further refine

and supplement the existing laws and regulations on information disclosure, and

strengthen the practicality of laws and regulations.

2. Strengthen the implementation of laws and regulations, enhance the

enforcement of penalties and the supervision of regulatory authorities. And impose

stricter restrictions, supervision and punishment on listed companies' violations of

information disclosure.

3. Further improve and develop the current accounting system, improve

accounting standards, minimize loopholes in the accounting system, improve

financial reporting authenticity, and improve financial reporting timeliness though

reforming the accounting system. Make the financial performance data closer to

the company actual operating status.

5.4 Limitation

This thesis object the impact financial performance on stock return, in the

A-share market of Shenzhen stock exchange and Shanghai stock exchange.

Therefore, the thesis conclusion only applies to Shenzhen stock exchange and

Shanghai stock exchange, and do not apply to other stock exchange or B-share

market.

The findings just covered a period of 5 years. In theory, the collect data as

much as possible will improve the accuracy of the results. So, the cover time

increases better. and increase data collection span better.
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5.5 Suggestion for Further Research

Adding more factors. The hypothetical variables can only explain 6.2% of the

stock returns. Add the more factor to explain more stock return change. For

example, add investor sentiment indicators based on investor behavior to try to

explain investors' speculative behaviors. And to add variables that represent the

macro environment.

The study recommends that increase coverage time of research samples to 10

or 20 years, advantageous to improve the accuracy of conclusions.

Change the research model to use principal component analysis. Changed the

Person test to the Granger causality test, to test the causal relationship between

financial performance and stock returns.
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APPENDICES 1 Listed High-tech Company Code

600761 601100 002284 002210 600686 002631 000990 300115

600161 600305 002243 002514 600567 000925 002106 300160

603993 600390 002361 000050 601636 000680 002032 300126

600375 600527 002215 002597 601567 002184 002076 300277

600271 601996 002130 002051 600671 002483 002522 300151

601608 600219 002170 000661 600290 002559 002023 300086

600867 002241 002139 300009 600184 002635 002375 300118

600285 000756 002654 300233 600804 002546 000859 300025

600066 002636 002592 300095 601700 002112 002541 300316

600216 002252 002166 300221 600172 002508 002082 300250

600460 002601 002007 300016 601616 002229 002469 300323

600572 002250 002448 300155 600420 002395 002026 300194

600478 002296 002331 300030 600592 002093 002598 300120

600137 002011 002084 300246 600141 002667 002618 300164

601908 002412 002544 300004 600976 000909 002511 300223

603008 002632 002328 300110 600143 002360 002288 300239

600703 002201 000915 300121 600315 002231 002403 300103

600114 002438 002345 300039 600284 002057 002613 300234

600343 000777 002334 300226 601890 002214 002370 300167

601137 002623 002226 300046 600426 002206 002197 300241
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601339 002645 000650 300217 600308 002183 002077 300102

600796 002099 002169 300248 600872 002124 002585 300124

600366 002165 002506 300272 600518 002549 000949 300249

600330 002281 000597 300171 600589 002101 002593 300210

600068 002211 002510 300096 600332 002020 002290 300042

600436 002603 002191 300252 600227 002098 002204 300256

600226 002365 002463 300211 600645 002381 002428 300294

600267 002349 000525 300062 603001 002224 002664 300259

600496 002009 002540 300304 601002 002674 002154 300064

600619 002025 002068 300026 600763 002567 002660 300057

600803 002590 002532 300088 601179 002542 002629 300109

600562 002407 002196 300218 600056 002056 000999 300082

600486 002140 002606 300094 600211 002213 002531 300267

601311 002611 002578 300174 600667 002273 002609 300255

600435 002350 002518 300147 600387 002434 002436 300219

600681 002562 002064 300128 600483 002144 002641 300273
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